
 

  

1 x Main Unit(Jump Starter)
1 x Kit Bag
1 x Smart Jumper Cable

1 x Micro USB Cable
1 x User Manual
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Battery Capacity: 20800mAh/76.96Wh
Starting Current: 500A(3s)
Peak Current: 2000A
Output: 5V     1A;5V     2.4A
Input: 5V     2A
Full Charging Time: 5-6 hours
Discharge Temp: -20℃~40℃
Charge Temp: 0℃~45℃
Main unit N.W.(g): 580g
Size: 208*89*28.5mm(L*W*H)

5V/2.4A output port

Jump Starter User Manual

Model:GP Warrior

Thanks for choosing GOOLOO jump starter.
Please read this manual carefully before using and keep it for review.

1.Indicator 
Press the Power button to check the remaining battery of GOOLOO 
GP Warrior.

Indicator                           Unit             1solid           2 solid           3solid           4 solid
Remaining power          0%                25%               50%               75%             100%

2.Recharge the unit
1）.Plug the USB charging cable to any working USB output port.
2）.Connect the Micro connector to the GP Warrior host.

3.How To Jump Start Your Vehicle 
GOOLOO GP Warrior is designed for jump starting 12V vehicle batteries.

Step 1: Fully plug the blue connector of the clamp cable into the 
jump starter socket, and make sure the Indicator on the clamp 
cable is off.

Step 2: Connect Red Clamp to the positive(+) battery terminal 
and Black Clamp to the negative(-) battery terminal.

Step 3: Operate according to the Indicator on the clamp cable: 
GREEN LIGHT on: Telling the connection is correct and the 
circuit is working, you can turn on the engine to jump start 
directly. 

RED LIGHT on with buzzing: Telling the connection is wrong, and 
buzzing to alarm to correct the clamps as step 2 mentioned above, 
wait until the GREEN LIGHT is on to turn on the engine.

GREEN LIGHT blinking with buzzing: Telling the vehicle battery is 
low, press the "BOOST" button, wait till GREEN LIGHT becomes 
solid, then turn on the engine within 30s.

No Lights on, No buzzing: Telling the vehicle's battery may be 
damaged, after confirming that the clamps connection is correct, 
press the "BOOST" button,wait till GREEN LIGHT is on, and then 
turn on the engine within 30s.

Step 4: Start the vehicle.

Step 5: When the vehicle is started, remove the clamp cable from 
the jump starter first, then remove the clamps from your vehicle 
battery.

CAUTION:
Occasionally, the jump starter will lock itself down for safety, due
 to(a) short-circuit; (b) over-current; (c) over-temperature; (d) over/
low-voltage;(e) reverse-connection. Once it happens, turn off the 
jump starter and remove the battery clamps from your car battery, 
restart the jump starter & connect the clamps back on the battery, 
try it again.

If the vehicle does not start within 3 seconds, stop starting and 
wait at least 30 seconds before attempting to restart the vehicle . 
Don't jump start the vehicle continuously more than four times 
as it may damage the unit. Check your vehicle for other possible 
reasons of not starting.

Read the instruction manual carefully before using this unit.
The product need to be fixed in place when you keep it in the trunk.
Do not place the product in any high-intensity magnetic field in 
order to avoid any damage to it's components.
Before the first using, please charge the jump starter for at least 3 
hours. 
Please keep the remaining power above 20%.
Keep children away from this unit.
Do not Use this unit if any cable clamp or cord is damaged.
Never Use or remain the unit on car battery after cranking the car. 
Make sure the blue plug of the jumper cable is fully plugged into 
jumping socket, otherwise, the blue plug would be melted.
Make sure and check the battery connections and the battery 
clamps are well connected before jumping start! If the battery 
terminals on the vehicle are dirty or corroded, the power of the 
unit will be lessened.
Remove the product from the vehicle battery within 30 seconds 
of Jump Starting. If not, it could lead to damage.
Do not operate the product in explosive atmospheres, such as 
in the presence of flammable liquids, gases or dust.
Remove personal metal items like rings, bracelets, necklaces, etc,
 when using the products.
Do not Use the unit to jump start a vehicle while charging the 
internal battery. 
If this unit is leaking liquid, dispose it at proper recycle facility 
immediately.If a liquid is noticed coming from product, do not 
handle with bare hands. If the jump starter is inflating, please stop 
using it.
Do not toss it into the trash or your regular recycling bin after used. 
Please recycle it according to your local environmental rules.

During jump starting, avoid the positive and negative battery 
clamps touching each other. Otherwise, electric spark will appear, 
result in a safety hazard and damage the unit by short circuit.

This unit contains a lithium polymer battery. It is only used as a 
emergency power but not to take place of a car battery. Always 
comply with transport and safety regulations in use and disposal 
of such batteries.

4. Charge your phone or tablet
Step 1: Plug the switch cable to USB output port.
Step 2: Select appropriate connector and connect it to your mobile 
phones or tablet.
Step 3: Press the switch button to charge.
Step 4: If doesn't work, please try another USB Cable or USB Output 
port.

5. Use the LED flash light
* Long press the Power button        for 3 seconds to start the LED 
flash light.
* Short press the Power button       , there are 3 modes of LED light 
appear:torch light, strobe or SOS switchable.

Q. How to turn off this appliance?
A.This appliance will shut-off automatically when no load or 
charging is completed.

Q. How to jump start a vehicle with GOOLOO jump starter?
A.1). Make sure it is over 60% charged. If have not use it more than
          two months, please charge it first.
    2). Turn on it and connect the red clamp to "+", the black clamp 
          to"-",end of the car battery.
    3). Start the car, unplug the jumper cables from the jump starter
         within 30 seconds, and remove the clamps from your car 
         battery.

Q.What should I do if the GOOLOO jump starter cannot be charged?
A. Charge it with different charging cable to recharge it for test.If it 
still not works, email us via contact@gooloo.com(Within 12 months 
warranty period,and please attach your order ID, it is necessary 
for our confirmation)

Q.What should I do if GOOLOO jump starter cannot charge other 
devices?
A. Using a different charging cable to charge again, if it can work, 
it must the defective of the charging cable, email us and we will 
provide you a new cable. If it still not work, email us via 
contact@gooloo.com(Within 12 months warranty period,and please  
attach your order ID, it is necessary for our confirmation)

Q. How long does the battery last in sleeping mode?
A.6-12 months, however, we suggest to recharge it every 3 months.

Recharge at least once
every 3 months

Do not expose to liquids

 Avoid dropping

Use original or 
certified cables

Do not modify or disassemble

Avoid extreme temperatures

No response when 
pressing the power 
button.

Finding Cause Remedies
Low voltage protection of 
GOOLOO starter is started.

Plug the adaptor into the 5V/2A
input port to activate. 

Customer Services
One-year warranty from the date of purchase. If you have any 
questions/problems about using the product, please feel free to 
contact us, our customer service team are always at your service: 
contact@gooloo.com

MADE IN CHINA

800243

The indicator will flash one by one when charging.  Different 
numbers of solid indicators show different battery storage level of 
GOOLOO starter. All indicators light are off when charging is paused  
or completed.


